Matrix Location: CBI

Core Value: Be Responsible

Behavior Expectations: Follow directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Identify concept of responsible-
  It means “follow directions”, listen to teachers, remembering directions, learning/knowing/following the rules. |

1. Identify an appropriate book to read on direction following and read to class. Discuss concepts with class.
2. Safety aspects of following directions. (Why we need to follow directions) Can read another book re: safety issues and discuss with class.
3. Talk about CBI area – waiting in hallway for bus and being on the bus.
4. Show a variety of pictures of safe (responsible) and unsafe behavior and categorize into the two areas.

Identify and discuss the responsible behaviors while waiting for the bus, getting on and off the bus, riding the bus, and while at the CBI location. This can include sitting/standing quietly in the hall, walking to the bus while being polite and patient, waiting in line to get on the bus, wheelchairs in a straight line, remaining in the bus seat, use kind words and talk quietly, getting off the bus in an orderly and quiet manner, being prepared by bringing necessary items (manipulative if needed for the student during wait times), and following the rules of the CBI.
Role Play Examples

Using pictures, photos, and/or icons, student will categorize safe/unsafe behaviors.

And/or: Graphing the pictures of safe/unsafe behavior using red and green markers or similar.

Role-play the expected behaviors with the class. Have them practice following the expected directions.

  i.e. Direct the class to talk loudly and practice quieting down when they hear staff telling them to do so.
  i.e. Direct the class to walk around the room and then sit down when they hear staff telling them to do so.

4:1 Statements that could be used:
  --That’s quick quieting down. Thanks!
  --I like how you’re using your inside voices while waiting for the bus.
  --Thanks for facing forward so nicely!
  --You really got on the bus patiently. I’m proud of you.
  --Good job waiting in line!

Corrective Comment: “Class, we need to wait our turn when getting on the bus, remember no pushing.”